**Week Of:**
November 15th-19th

**Focus Letters/Words:**
Sight Words: this, our
Review: be, for, have, we

---

**Reminders**

Thanksgiving Break is November 22nd-26th
Friday November 19th is a half day of school and dismissal will begin at 11:00
We will only be having morning snack at school, not lunch.

---

**Weekly Theme**

We are Thankful!
ELA: Reading and writing CVC words, Compare and Contrast with “Then and Now” from Thanksgiving stories.
MATH: Addition, counting on, and teen numbers

---

**Weekly Recap**

Gobble, Gobble!! We sure did learn a lot about turkeys!! Ask your child what they learned and see what they can tell you. (Tips: Ask them about the snood, the wattle? Which ones gobble?) Who knew turkeys could be so entertaining?!?!